INTRODUCTION
Monte Carlo calculations using one-group crosssections, multigroup cross-sections, or simple continuousenergy cross-sections are often used to: (1) verify production codes against known analytical solutions, (2) verify new methods and algorithms that do not involve detailed collision physics, (3) compare Monte Carlo calculation methods with deterministic methods, and (4) teach fundamentals to students. In this work we describe 2 new tools for preparing the ACE cross-section files to be used by MCNP ® for these analytic test problems, simple_ace.pl and simple_ace_mg.pl.
SIMPLE CONTINUOUS-ENERGY ACE FILES Description
The simple_ace.pl perl script can be used to create continuous-energy ACE cross-section files for analytic test problems. The cross-sections are represented as piecewise linear in energy and can include only capture, fission, nu, and elastic scattering. The fission spectrum χ(E) is a delta function of energy for prompt neutrons only. P 1 anisotropic scattering is permitted, but only for | µ | < 1/3. The ACE file name, ZAID, atomic weight ratio, and temperature can be arbitrarily specified. There is also an option to Doppler broaden the scattering cross-section at each energy point according to the constant cross-section approximation: • Arguments can appear in any order. Defaults are noted below for each.
• On Mac OS X and Linux, the line continuation character (if used) is "\". It must be the last character on the line (i.e., no trailing blanks). For Windows the line continuation character is "^".
• str denotes a string of characters, surrounded by quotes if the string contains blanks. (Use doublequotes on Windows.) • x denotes a single numerical value.
• list may be one numerical value or a list of numerical values. [default = 1.0e-11 100.0] -s list Elastic scattering cross-section.
-c list Capture cross-section (not including fission).
-f list Fission cross-section.
-nu list Number of neutrons from fission, nubar. Set to 0 if the fission cross-section is zero.
-mu list Average cosine of scatter angle, µ .
µ must be ≤ 1/3.
-s1 list P 1 component of elastic scattering cross-section.
May be used instead of -mu, but limit still applies.
-t list IGNORED. The total cross-section is constructed by adding elastic scattering, capture, & fission.
-echi x Use x as the single energy (MeV) for delta function χ(E). Must be supplied if fission is present.
[default = none.]
-nloge list Expand the energy mesh supplied by -e, dividing each energy interval into n equally-spaced bins in log(E), where n is an integer entry in list. The number of values in list must be 1 less than the number in -e list (since the number of intervals is 1 less than the number of points). Linear interpolation in energy is then used to expand the cross-sections to the new energy mesh.
-broaden Assume each input elastic scattering cross-section is at 0K, and then Doppler broaden each (assuming constant cross-section approximation noted in the previous section). When this option is used, a large number of energy points (via the "-nloge list" option) should be used so that linear interpolation of the elastic scattering cross-section is accurate.
Examples
Example 1 shows the usage and input to simple_ace.pl, and the screen output that is produced for one of the analytic K eff benchmark problems, ce01 [1] . The "XSn" card information from the simple_ace.pl output is then used in an MCNP6 input file to run the calculation using the ACE file produced.
Example 2 shows the usage and input to simple_ace.pl, and the screen output that is produced for a benchmark problem for free-gas scattering [2] , with AWR=12 and 1001 energy points. The use of "-nloge 1000" expands the energy mesh so that many energy points are used when the Doppler broadening of the scattering cross-section is performed. This retains accuracy for the linear interpolation of the broadened elastic scattering cross-sections.
SIMPLE MULTIGROUP ACE FILES

Description
The simple_ace_mg.pl perl script can be used to create multigroup ACE cross-section files for analytic test problems. Multigroup cross-sections for MCNP are represented in a somewhat kludged-up manner, such that scatter from one group to another places the neutrons at the energy-midpoint of the exit group. The cross-sections can include only capture, fission, nu, and scattering. P 1 anisotropic scattering is permitted for scatter and group-to-group scatter, but only for | µ | < 1/3. Due to the limitations on current coding in MCNP6, scattering PDFs are constrained to be equiprobable bins in µ . Unlike continuous-energy scattering where P 1 scattering can be modeled exactly, multigroup scattering must approximate P 1 scattering by using a large number of equiprobable bins.
The ACE file name, ZAID, atomic weight ratio, and temperature can be arbitrarily specified.
simple_ace_mg.pl Usage
where:
• Arguments can appear in any order. Defaults are noted below for each.
• On Mac OS X and Linux, the line continuation character (if used) is "\". It must be the last character on the line (i.e., no trailing blanks While continuous-energy data is usually entered from low-energy to high-energy, the multigroup data is entered from group-1 (highenergy) through group-NG (lowest energy). For multigroup ACE files, energies & cross-sections must be ordered from high-energy to low energy.
• For scattering, the entries in lists for -s and -s1 must be in this order:
.., NG-->NG, For P 1 scatter, abs(sig1/sigs) must be ≤ 1/3.
• Negative cross-sections for -t, -c, -f, -nu, -chi, -s are not permitted.
- -c list Capture cross-section (not including fission).
-t list Total cross-section.
-chi list Fraction of fission neutrons for each group.
-s list Elastic scattering cross-section. List must have NG 2 entries, from high-energy group through low energy group.
-bins list Number of equiprobable bins to use for the PDFs for P 1 scattering.
[default = 1000]
Examples
Example 3 shows the usage and input to simple_ace_mg.pl, and the screen output that is produced for one of the analytic K eff benchmark problems, mg01 [1] , a 1-group problem. The "XSn" card information from the simple_ace_mg.pl output is then used in an MCNP6 input file to run the calculation using the ACE file produced.
Example 4 shows the usage and input to simple_ace_mg.pl, and the screen output that is produced for one of the analytic K eff benchmark problems, mg72 [1] , a 2-group problem with P 1 scattering. The "XSn" card information from the simple_ace_mg.pl output is then used in an MCNP6 input file to run the calculation using the ACE file produced.
LISTINGS FOR simple_ace.pl & simple_ace_mg.pl
Listings of the perl scripts simple_ace.pl and simple_ace_mg.pl are provided at the end of this report. The scripts are written in a straightforward manner, first processing input options and creating data in the requested form, and then writing the data in the proper ACE file format. The format specifications for both continuousenergy and multigroup ACE files are available in "Appendix F: Data Table Formats" in Volume III of the MCNP5 manual [3] . The two scripts should be easy to modify to include other options for preparing analytic crosssections.
Example 1 -Continuous-energy ACE File with Constant Cross-sections for Problem ce01
This example illustrates how to set up & run the analytic Keff benchmark problem "pu-239a", problem ce01 in the MCNP6/Testing/VERIFICATION_KEFF suite, based on LA-UR-01-3082.
Create the ACE file ce01xsecs
simple_ace.pl -zaid 99902.01c file=ce01xsecs \ -comment "la-ur-01-3082, table 2, pu-239a" \ -e 1.e-11 100.
- This example illustrates how to set up & run an analytic Keff benchmark problem for free-gas scattering. The elastic scattering cross-section is Doppler broadened, and the large number of energy points is needed to preserve accuracy in the linearly-interpolated elastic scattering cross-sections.
Create the ACE file fgxsecs simple_ace.pl -zaid 123456.01c file=fgxsecs \ -awr 12.0 \ -comment "xsecs or fg-scatter benchmark" \ -e 1.e-11 100.
-echi 10. \ -nu 2.0 -f 0. $arg eq '-file' ) { $file = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-zaid' ) { $zaid = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-awr' ) { $awr = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-comment' ) { $comment = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-tmp' ) { $tmp = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-echi' ) { $echi = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-e' ) { @erg = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-t' ) { @sigt = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-s' ) { @sigs = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-s1' ) { @sig1 = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-c' ) { @sigc = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-f' ) { @sigf = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-nu' ) { @nu = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-mu' ) { @mubar = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-nloge' ) { @nloge = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-broaden' ) { $broaden = 1; 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# =====> Set up nxs(), jxs(), xss() -
printf ACE "%10s %11.6g %11.5e %10s\n", $zaid, $awr, $tmp, $DATE; printf ACE "%-70s%10s\n", $comment, $DATE; for($k=0;$k<4;$k++) { printf ACE "%7d%11f%7d%11f%7d%11f%7d%11f\n", 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0; } for($k=1;$k<17;$k++) { printf ACE "%9d", $ 
my $x; $x = sqrt( $a*$e/$t ); return (1.+.5/$x**2) * &erf($x) + exp(-$x**2)/(1.77245385*$x);
; my $a1=.0705230784, $a2=.0422820123, $a3=.00927052721; my $a4=.0001520143, $a5=.0002765672, $a6=.00004306381; return 1. -1./(1.+$x*($a1+$x*($a2+$x*($a3+$x*($a4+$x*($a5+$x*$a6))))))**16; ) { $zaid = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-groups' ) { $NG = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-comment' ) { $comment = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-e' ) { @erg = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-t' ) { @sigt = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-c' ) { @sigc = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-f' ) { @sigf = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-nu' ) { @nu = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-chi' ) { @chi = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-s' ) { @sigs = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-s1' ) { @sig1 = &get_list; } elsif( $arg eq '-awr' ) { $awr = shift(@ARGV); } elsif( $arg eq '-tmp' ) { $tmp = shift ( 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
